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PVA hydrogels with anisotropic structures have many biomedical applications; however, the hydrophilicity

of PVA nanofibers degrades their mechanical properties, and the residual unreacted chemical crosslinkers

are disadvantageous formedical use. Therefore, maintaining the stability of aqueous solutions without using

crosslinkers is essential while synthesizing electrospun anisotropic PVA nanofibers. Herein, we developed

a novel fabrication method for synthesizing tough, anisotropic, and chemical-crosslinker-free

nanofibrous cryogels composed of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and glycerol (Gly) via electrospinning in

conjunction with freeze–thawing treatment. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction, attenuated total reflection

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and differential scanning calorimetry analysis revealed an

enhanced crystallinity of the PVA and hydrogen bonds in the PVA/Gly nanofibers after freeze–thawing,

thereby leading to improved stability of the PVA/Gly nanofiber in water. The scanning electron

microscopy observation and tensile tests revealed that the addition of Gly improved both the orientation

and the mechanical properties. The values of the toughness parallel and vertical to the fiber axis

direction were 4.20 � 0.63 MPa and 2.17 � 0.27 MPa, respectively, thus revealing the anisotropy of this

mechanical property. The PVA/Gly nanofibrous cryogel consisted of physically crosslinked biocompatible

materials featuring toughness and mechanical anisotropy, which are favorable for medical applications

including tissue engineering.
Introduction

Hydrogels are three-dimensional, hydrophilic, polymeric
networks capable of retaining large amounts of aqueous solu-
tions; they are utilized in various industries such as agriculture
and food chemistry,1 hygiene products,2–4 cosmetics,3 and
biomedical applications due to their excellent biocompatibility,
which is based on their high water absorption and retention.4,5

Hydrogel structures exhibiting anisotropic properties are
essential for biomedical applications.

Extracellular matrices (ECMs) contain hydrogels composed
of biopolymers with anisotropic structures that endow the
ECMs with high strength and anisotropic mechanical proper-
ties.6–8 Anisotropic structures impact cell behavior and func-
tion.9–13 Themethod for controlling cellular microenvironments
that mimic three-dimensional natural tissues and organs is
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extremely favorable for use as a cell scaffold in regenerative
medicine and tissue engineering.14–16 Furthermore, anisotropic
hydrogels are also desirable for medical devices, e.g., wound
dressing,17 vascular applications,18,19 self-inating tissue
expanders,20 and self-expandable biliary stents.21 However, the
hydrogels fabricated usually have isotropic structures, which
would negatively impact their applicability to these devices.
Therefore, a fabrication method for constructing anisotropic
hydrogels with excellent biocompatibility is highly required.

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), due to its biocompatibility, has
numerous biomedical applications, including wound
dressing,22,23 contact lenses,24 and implants for various tissues
and organs such as cartilage,25 vascular access,26 stent for biliary
drainage,21 ligament,27 and tissue engineering applications.28

The fabrication of PVA hydrogels with anisotropic structures
using electrospinning has been investigated due to its small
ber diameter, high surface-to-volume ratio, and controllable
porous structure and shape. However, the hydrophilicity of PVA
nanobers destabilizes the aqueous solution and subsequently
decreases their mechanical properties, thereby limiting their
suitability for biomedical applications.29 Chemical crosslinking
methods form permanent, irreversible covalent bonds between
the polymer chains in the PVA nanobers, thus improving their
mechanical properties and increasing their stability in aqueous
solutions.30 However, the leach of residual unreacted chemical
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054 | 38045
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Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the fabrication of PVA nano-
fibrous cryogels.
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crosslinkers has a distinct undesirable effect for use in
biomedical applications.31,32 Therefore, fabrication methods for
synthesizing electrospun anisotropic PVA nanobers while
maintaining the stability of aqueous solutions without the use
of crosslinkers are urgently required.

PVA can be physically crosslinked via cryogelation methods
such as the freeze–thawing (FT).33 This gelation method
addresses the toxicity because it does not require a crosslinker
and is thus appropriate for biomedical applications.31,32 PVA
polymer networks form inter- and intramolecular hydrogen
bonds as well as crystallites during the freezing process, where
PVA chains are aggregated by ice crystal formation.32 However,
when PVA nanobers are fabricated via electrospinning, insuf-
cient physical crosslink formation in the PVA polymer
networks may occur due to the low water content in the elec-
trospun bers. The incorporation of an additive agent is
considered an effective method for reinforcing electrospun PVA
nanobers, thus promoting crystallite formation. The incorpo-
ration of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) reinforces the hydrogen
bonding formation between PVA and CNCs.34 Recently, Shi et al.
reported that glycerol (Gly) promotes hydrogen bonding with
PVA chains, thus resulting in gelation while maintaining the
water stability and high mechanical property.35 Accordingly, we
hypothesized that the fabrication of electrospun PVA nanobers
in conjunction with Gly would promote crystal formation with
hydrogen bonds between the Gly and PVA chains, thereby
facilitating the fabrication of nanobers without chemical
crosslinkers.

Herein, we investigated the fabrication condition of PVA/Gly
electrospun hydrogel nanobers and its characterization. PVA/
Gly hydrogel nanobers can be fabricated via the electro-
spinning method by mixing PVA and Gly using water as
a solvent. This method is advantageous in that it enables the
PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers to maintain good stability in water
and mechanical properties superior to those of PVA nanobers
without Gly. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), attenuated
total reection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-
FTIR), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) indicated
that reinforcement of hydrogen bonding and the crystallinity
between PVA and Gly contributed to the stability in water. The
fabrication of electrospun PVA/Gly is simple and enables
formation without chemical crosslinkers, thus making it
applicable for various biomedical applications.

Experimental
Fabrication of nanobers

PVA (Mw 89 000–98 000, saponication degree 99+%, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and Gly (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto,
Japan) were purchased and used without further purication.
The electrospinning solutions were prepared by dissolving PVA
powder in distilled water under magnetic stirring at 100 �C for
3 h to obtain concentrations ranging from 4–15% (w/v).
Subsequently, Gly was added to the solution at concentrations
of 5, 10, and 15% (v/v). The samples were designated as x-PVA/y-
Gly, where x and y are the concentrations of PVA and Gly in the
solutions, respectively.
38046 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054
The fabrication process of the nanobers is shown in
Scheme 1. The PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers were electrospun on
aluminum foil using a commercial electrospinning setup
(NANON, MECC, Fukuoka, Japan), which consisted of a syringe
pump, a high-voltage power supply, and a rotating collector
placed in a closed chamber. The conditions for the electro-
spinning process were as follows: an applied electric eld of 2.5
kV cm�1, a ow rate of 0.5 mL s�1 for both solutions, a collector
rotation speed of 2000 rpm (linear velocity of 13.2 m s�1),
a distance of 10 cm between the needle and rotating collector to
ensure that the bers were aligned, and a spinning duration of
3 h. The samples were designated as PVA as-spun and PVA/Gly
as-spun nanobers. The PVA as-spun and PVA/Gly as-spun
nanobers were subjected to FT treatment involving three
cycles of freezing (�30 �C for 24 h) and subsequent thawing
(25 �C for 24 h in a desiccator), thereby producing PVA FT and
PVA/Gly FT nanobers.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The nanober samples were dehydrated by sequentially and
gently immersing in serially diluted ethanol solutions (50, 60,
70, 80, 90, 95, and 100%) for 10 min and t-butyl alcohol three
times for 10 min each. The samples were then lyophilized
overnight using a freeze dryer (FDU-830, EYELA, Tokyo, Japan).
The samples were then sputtered with Pt/Pd using an ion
sputter (MSP-1S, Vacuum Device Inc., Ibaraki, Japan) for 120 s
and imaged using SEM (S-2600HS, Hitachi, Ibaraki, Japan) at an
accelerating voltage of 12 kV. The diameter of the nanobers
was examined at ten randomly selected areas of the scaffolds
using an image processing soware (http://ji.sc; ImageJ, NIH,
USA).
Water stability test

The water stability of the nanobers was evaluated by
comparing the morphologies before and aer immersion in
water. Themorphologies of the nanobers collected in the basal
plate were observed using SEMwith JSM-6390MM (JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan) at an acceleration of 15 kV. Subsequently, the samples
were immersed in distilled water for 24 h. Aer immersion in
water, the nanobers were dried and their morphologies were
reobserved under the same condition.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Swelling tests

The water absorbability of the nanobers was evaluated by
immersing in distilled water for 24 h. The SR of the nanobers
was calculated as follows:

SR ¼ Ws/Wd � 100

whereWd andWs were the weights of the nanobers before and
aer swelling.
Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurement

The WAXD measurements were performed on the nanobers
with an Ultima IV (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) using Ni-ltered Cu Ka
rays at 40 kV and 20 mA, scanning at 1 deg per min in the 2q
range of 10–60� at a resolution of 0.05�. Three scans were
accumulated.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement

DSC was performed using DSC-60Plus (Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan), using an aluminum pan as a reference. Specimens
weighing 2–4 mg were sealed inside the non-hermetic
aluminum pans and heated at a scanning rate of 10 �C min�1

from 30 �C to 300 �C under a owing nitrogen atmosphere. The
glass transition temperature (Tg), enthalpy relaxation, recrys-
tallization temperature (Tc), and melting point (Tm) were
recorded.
Attenuated total reection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) spectroscopy

The ATR-FTIR spectra of the nanobers were measured with
a Nicolet 6700 system (Thermo Scientic, Waltham, USA). The
measurements were performed for wavenumbers ranging from
Fig. 1 Morphologies of 15-PVA/5-Gly, 15-PVA/10-Gly, and 15-PVA/15-G
(d–f) of the 15-PVA/5-Gly, 15-PVA/10-Gly, and 15-PVA/15-Gly nanofibe

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
4000–500 cm�1 at a resolution of 4 cm�1 using KBr detector
with 32 scans.

Analysis of ber orientation

The orientation of nanobers was quantied based on a second-
order parameter, which was calculated from the power spec-
trum of the Fourier transform of the images using an image
processing soware (ImageJ; plugin: directionality). The
second-order parameter in a 2D plane, S, was dened as follows:

S ¼ 2(cos2 q) � 1 ¼ (cos 2q)

where q is the orientation angle and (cos 2q) is the average value
of cos 2q.36,37

Tensile tests

The mechanical property was investigated on the nanober
sheet using KES-01-SH (Katotec, Kyoto, Japan) at a test speed of
0.001 mm s�1. The nanobers were strained in the parallel or
vertical direction of the nanober sheets. The elastic moduli of
the nanobers were calculated from the slope of the stress–
strain curves in their linear regions. The tensile strengths and
elongations at break were obtained from the elongation points
of the samples. The toughness values of the nanobers were
calculated by integrating the stress in the strain ranging from
the start to the elongation point.

Results
Effect of Gly concentration on the fabrication condition for
PVA/Gly nanobers

The spinnability of 15% PVA solution with 5–15% Gly was
investigated to optimize the concentration of Gly to be added.
Numerous beads were observed in the nanobers containing
ly nanofibers. SEM images (a–c) and distributions of the fiber diameter
rs, respectively.

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054 | 38047



Fig. 2 Morphologies of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanofibers before and after swelling. SEM images of (a) PVA as-spun, (b) PVA FT, (c) PVA/Gly as-
spun, and (d) PVA/Gly FT nanofibers before swelling. SEM images of (e) PVA as-spun, (f) PVA FT, (g) PVA/Gly as-spun, and (h) PVA/Gly FT
nanofibers after swelling in water for one day.
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5% Gly (Fig. 1a). In contrast, smooth PVA/Gly hydrogel nano-
bers could be fabricated using 10% Gly (Fig. 1b). Conversely, it
was difficult to form bers at 15% Gly due to the increase in
viscosity and the formation of droplets (Fig. 1c). The diameters
of the PVA/Gly nanobers increased as the Gly concentration
increased, but the uniformity of the ber diameter appeared to
decrease at 5 or 15% Gly. Based on the SEM analyses, the
average values and standard deviations of the ber diameters
for the 15-PVA/5-Gly, 15-PVA/10-Gly, and 15-PVA/15-Gly nano-
bers were 743 � 373 nm, 800 � 255 nm, and 1144 � 459 nm,
respectively (Fig. 1d–f). Consequently, the remaining experi-
ments were conducted on the 15-PVA/10-Gly nanobers. For
comparison, nanobers were also fabricated using 15% PVA
solution without the addition of Gly (hereinaer PVA ber). The
diameter of the PVA ber was estimated to be 322 � 60.9 nm.
Morphology of the fabricated nanobers

The electrospun nanobers were processed with the FT treat-
ment to promote crosslinking. The bers were then hydrated by
immersing into water for 24 h. The morphologies of the PVA
and PVA/Gly nanobers before and aer hydration are shown in
Fig. 3 Swelling ratios of the nanofibers. Data are presented as the
mean � SD (n ¼ 3).

38048 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054
Fig. 2. The ber structures prior to hydration were observed for
various nanobers before and aer the FT treatment (Fig. 2a–d).
Comparing the PVA and PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers (Fig. 2a
and c, respectively) with the corresponding PVA and PVA/Gly FT
nanobers (Fig. 2b and d, respectively) reveals that the FT
treatment did not change their morphologies. On the other
hand, aer hydration the changes in the morphologies varied
signicantly depending on the nanobers (Fig. 2e–h). The PVA
as-spun nanober almost dissolved aer swelling in water,
resulting in the formation of a lm-like structure (Fig. 2e). The
PVA FT nanober was also dissolved, but a part of the brous
Fig. 4 WAXD patterns of (a) PVA as-spun and PVA FT nanofibers, and
(b) PVA/Gly as-spun and PVA/Gly FT nanofibers.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 5 DSC profiles of (a) PVA as-spun and PVA FT nanofibers, and (b)
PVA/Gly as-spun, PVA/Gly FT nanofibers, and Gly.
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morphology remained (Fig. 2f). On the other hand, the network
structure of the PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers was maintained,
but the nanobers adhered to each other aer swelling (Fig. 2g).
In contrast, the ber structure was maintained in the PVA/Gly
Fig. 6 ATR-FTIR spectra of the (a) PVA as-spun and PVA FT nanofibers, a
parts (c) and (d) are magnifications of (a) and (b).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
FT nanobers, even aer swelling (diameter: 970 � 250 nm),
indicating that the FT treatment promoted crosslinking in the
nanobers (Fig. 2h). These results indicated that FT treatment
and Gly addition contribute to the stability in water and PVA-
based hydrogel nanobers were obtained.

Chemical characterization of hydrogel nanobers

The swelling ratio (SR) decreased when the FT treatment was
conducted for both the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers (Fig. 3). The
SR of the PVA as-spun nanobers (1200 � 160%) decreased to
780� 60% (PVA FT nanobers) aer FT treatment. On the other
hand, the SR of the PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers (540 � 10)
decreased slightly aer FT treatment (500 � 20), indicating that
the decrease in rate due to FT treatment was signicantly
smaller than that of the PVA nanobers.

WAXD measurements were performed to evaluate the crys-
tallinity of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers. Fig. 4 depicts the X-
ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the PVA as-spun, PVA FT, PVA/
Gly as-spun, and PVA/Gly FT nanobers. A sharp crystalline
reection at 19.5� (2q) corresponding to [10�1] and [101] was
observed for all the nanobers, which correlates with existing
reports.38,39 The crystallinities of the nanobers were estimated
based on the results of the XRD analysis. The crystallinity of the
PVA as-spun nanober was estimated at 33%, and increased to
41% aer FT treatment. The increase in crystallinity was also
observed in the PVA/Gly as-spun (43%) and PVA/Gly FT nano-
bers (46%).

The DSC proles of the nanobers are shown in Fig. 5.
Endothermic peaks derived from the nanober structure were
observed in the range of 30–80 �C for all samples. Tm was
nd (b) PVA/Gly as-spun, PVA/Gly FT nanofibers, and Gly. The figures in

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054 | 38049
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observed at 225 �C for both the PVA as-spun and PVA FT
nanobers (Fig. 5a). The thermogram of neat Gly was also
measured and the Tm was observed at 250 �C, whereas the Tm
values of the PVA/Gly as-spun and PVA/Gly FT nanobers were
263 �C and 271 �C, respectively, indicating that the addition of
Gly in the PVA nanobers led to an increase in the Tm (Fig. 5b).

ATR-FTIR analysis was performed to examine the effects of
FT on the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers. The characteristic peaks
of PVA were identied at 1094 cm�1 (CO stretching) and
3490 cm�1 (symmetric and asymmetric OH stretching) in all
samples (Fig. 6a and b). However, peaks were observed at
1140 cm�1 (CO stretching) in the PVA FT, PVA/Gly as-spun, and
PVA/Gly FT nanobers except for the PVA as-spun nanobers
(Fig. 6c and d). The peak at 1140 cm�1 is due to the hydrogen
crystallization bonding process of PVA.40 The crystallinity (c)
can be calculated as follows:41

c ¼ �13.1 + 89.5(A1144/A1094)

where A1144 and A1094 are the peak intensities of 1140 and
1094 cm�1, respectively. Using this formula, the crystallinities
of the PVA as-spun, PVA FT, PVA/Gly as-spun, and PVA/Gly FT
nanobers were calculated to be 28, 43, 39, and 46%, respec-
tively. The results obtained are similar to those of the WAXD
measurements: the crystallinity of the PVA as-spun nanobers
(28%) increased signicantly to 43%, whereas a slight increase
was observed in the PVA/Gly nanobers aer FT treatment.
Evaluation of mechanical property

The anisotropic mechanical property of the nanobers was
evaluated by fabricating the samples in sheets; the SEM images
and analyses of the ber orientation are shown in Fig. 7. To
Fig. 7 Morphologies of 15-PVA and 15-PVA/10-Gly nanofibers. SEM imag
Gly hydrogel nanofibers, respectively.

38050 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054
facilitate comparison, the morphology of the PVA ber is also
shown in Fig. 7a and b. The orientation index (S) of the PVA/Gly
nanobers (0.500 � 0.030) was higher than that of the PVA
nanobers (0.211 � 0.035). The mechanical properties of the
sheet-shaped PVA/Gly and PVA nanobers were tested parallel
and vertical to the ber axis (Fig. 8 and Table 1). The typical
stress–strain curves of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers at
parallel and vertical directions are shown in Fig. 8a and b, and
their elastic moduli, tensile strengths, and elongation at break
are summarized in Table 1.

The FT treatment increased the elastic moduli and tensile
strengths for both the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers parallel to
the ber axis. The elastic modulus and tensile strength of PVA
as-spun nanobers were 8.4 � 0.24 MPa and 2.4 � 0.46 MPa,
respectively. Aer the FT treatment, the elastic modulus and
tensile strength increased to 13� 0.37 MPa and 3.7� 0.14 MPa,
respectively. Comparable results were obtained in the PVA/Gly
nanobers: the elastic modulus (8.8 � 0.27 MPa) and tear
strength (5.0 � 0.66 MPa) of the PVA as-spun nanobers
increased to 11 � 0.86 MPa and 6.8 � 0.85 MPa aer the FT
treatment. In particular, the tear strengths of the PVA/Gly
nanobers were signicantly higher than those of the PVA
nanobers (Fig. 8a and Table 1). The value of the elongation at
break for the PVA as-spun nanobers was 66 � 4.7%, which
increased to 81� 1.0% aer FT treatment. Conversely, the value
of the elongation at break for the PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers
(93 � 2.6) decreased aer the FT treatment (83 � 3.2).

To evaluate the anisotropic mechanical property of the
nanobers, the samples were tested vertical to the ber axis
(Fig. 8b and Table 1). Similar to the results of samples tested in
a parallel direction to the ber axis, the elastic moduli and
tensile strengths for both the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers at
es (a) and (c) and orientation (b) and (d) of the 15-PVA and 15-PVA/10-

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 8 Mechanical properties of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanofibers in the
parallel and vertical directions. Typical stress–strain curves of the PVA
and PVA/Gly nanofibers in (a) parallel and (b) vertical directions. (c)
Comparisons of the toughness values in the parallel and vertical
directions for the PVA and PVA/Gly nanofibers.
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vertical directions increased aer the FT treatment (Table 1).
However, the elastic moduli of samples tested in the vertical
direction were smaller compared to those in the parallel direc-
tion. In particular, the tensile strengths of the PVA/Gly as-spun
and FT nanobers vertical to the ber axis were signicantly
smaller than those parallel to the ber axis, whereas slight
Table 1 Elastic moduli, tensile strengths, and elongation at breaks for the
the parallel and vertical directions. Data are presented as the mean � SD

Elastic mod
(MPa)

PVA as-spun Parallel 8.4 � 0.24
Vertical 4.4 � 0.76

PVA FT Parallel 13 � 0.37
Vertical 11 � 0.74

PVA/Gly as-spun Parallel 8.8 � 0.27
Vertical 5.8 � 1.2

PVA/Gly FT Parallel 11 � 0.86
Vertical 7.2 � 0.59

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
differences in the tensile strengths were observed in the PVA
nanobers for both the parallel and vertical directions. These
results indicate that the mechanical property of PVA/Gly nano-
bers indicated anisotropy.

Mechanical anisotropy was further conrmed by comparing
the toughness values of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers at
parallel and vertical directions (Fig. 8c). The FT treatment
increased the toughness of both the PVA and PVA/Gly nano-
bers. The toughness of the PVA/Gly as-spun nanober (2.7 �
0.27 MPa) was slightly higher than that of the PVA FT nanober
(2.2 � 0.27 MPa) even prior to FT treatment, as observed in
those of tear strengths (Table 1). Moreover, the toughness of the
PVA/Gly FT nanober (4.23 � 0.63 MPa) was approximately two
times higher than that of the PVA FT nanober. By contrast,
there were slight differences in the toughness values of the PVA
and PVA/Gly nanobers in the vertical direction. These results
clearly demonstrated the mechanical anisotropy of the PVA/Gly
nanobers.
Discussion

The study is aimed at investigating tough, toxic-crosslinker-free
PVA hydrogel nanobers with anisotropic mechanical proper-
ties. Hydrogels without chemical crosslinkers are appropriate
for use in biomedical devices because there is no risk of toxicity
arising from leaching of unreacted chemical crosslinkers.
Additionally, hydrogels with weak mechanical properties are
limited in terms of their biomedical applicability.42 Further-
more, mechanical anisotropy is desirable for various medical
applications, as described in the above section. Electrospinning
is a suitable method for controlling the anisotropic structure of
nanobers. Moreover, Gly is not only biologically safe but also
promotes hydrogen bonding. Thus, we have hypothesized that
tough anisotropic nanobers can be fabricated via electro-
spinning in conjunction with Gly addition and FT treatment.

In preliminary experiments, we examined dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexauoro-2-propanol (HFIP) as
solvents for electrospinning PVA nanobers, as these solvents
have higher and lower boiling points than water, respectively.
However, fabricating nanobers with DMSO was difficult,
probably because of its high boiling point (189 �C), resulting in
a membrane-like formation on the rotating collector. An HFIP
PVA as-spun, PVA FT, PVA/Gly as-spun, and PVA/Gly FT nanofibers in
(n ¼ 3)

ulus Tensile strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
break (%)

2.4 � 0.46 66 � 4.7
2.7 � 0.17 77 � 2.0
3.7 � 0.14 81 � 1.0
3.8 � 0.69 73 � 2.9
5.0 � 0.66 93 � 2.6
2.7 � 0.52 83 � 2.4
6.8 � 0.85 83 � 3.2
3.2 � 0.20 78 � 2.4

RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 38045–38054 | 38051
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solution with 4% PVA formed nanobers, but the diameter of
PVA/HFIP nanobers exceeded the nanometer scale (Fig. S1†).
Furthermore, the ATR spectra of the electrospun bers exhibi-
ted a peak at 1180 cm�1 (C–F stretching, Fig. S2†), indicating the
presence of residual HFIP. Thus, this solvent is inappropriate
for biomedical applications because HFIP induces toxicity.
Thus, we used water as a solvent in subsequent experiments.

The distance between the needle and rotating collector
affects the spinnability and morphology of PVA nanobers.
When the distance was below 10 cm, insufficient spinnability
was observed, and the ber diameters were on the order of
micrometers. On the other hand, a needle-rotating collector
distance above 10 cm decreased both the ber diameters and
orientation. Accordingly, to obtain PVA nanobers with an
anisotropic structure, we fabricated the PVA nanobers at
a needle-rotating collector distance of 10 cm.

We also optimized the Gly concentration in the 15% PVA
solution. The Gly content in the PVA solution impacted the
fabrication condition for the PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers
(Fig. 1). Uniform ber diameters and oriented PVA/Gly hydrogel
nanobers can be fabricated with 10% Gly (Fig. 1b, 7c and d),
but were not achievable with 5 or 15% Gly, possibly due to the
changes in both the viscosity and volatility of the PVA/Gly
solution (Fig. 1a and c). The amount of Gly introduced into
the PVA solution could potentially impact the increase in the
PVA/Gly ber diameter. In fact, the diameters of the PVA/Gly
nanobers increased as the Gly concentration increased
(Fig. 1d–f). Furthermore, compared to PVA nanobers, the
addition of Gly presumably contributed to the increase in the
orientation index (S) for PVA/Gly nanobers because the Gly
addition reduces the volatility of the solution. The reduced
volatility makes it easier to receive the traction force from the
rotating collector and decrease the wind effect. Conversely, the
thinner diameter of the PVA nanobers is easily inuenced by
the wind effect of the collector, resulting in a lower orientation
value than that of the PVA/Gly nanobers (Fig. 7).

The Gly addition also impacts the crystal formation on the
PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers. The peak shi of the XRD
patterns was not observed for both the PVA and PVA/Gly
hydrogel nanobers (Fig. 4). However, the effect of FT treat-
ment on the formation of PVA/Gly crystallites was signicantly
smaller than that of the PVA nanobers, indicating that Gly
addition would contribute to increased crystal formation for the
nanobers. This result is inconsistent with that previously re-
ported by Shi et al.: the crystallinity of the PVA hydrogel
decreases with the Gly addition to the hydrogel.35 However, it
explains the difference in the amount of Gly added to the PVA
hydrogel. Based on the report by Shi et al., Gly was added to the
15% PVA solution at a maximum ratio of 1 : 2 using water/Gly as
a solvent; the amount of Gly was larger than that of PVA. On the
other hand, only 10% Gly was added to the PVA solution (v/v) in
this study. This is indicative that a small amount of Gly
increases the crystallinity of the PVA nanobers. Water could be
considered to be almost evaporated, whereas Gly completely
remained in the ber aer electrospinning. Therefore, the
weight percentage of Gly in 15-PVA/10-Gly nanobers was esti-
mated to be 40%.
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The crystallite formation and hydrogen bonding in the PVA/
Gly nanobers, which were facilitated by Gly, were also
conrmed by the ATR spectra. Similar to the results of the
WAXD measurements, the estimation of crystallinity using ATR
spectra indicated that a slight change in the crystal formation
was observed in the PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers compared
with that in the PVA nanobers. An ATR peak at 1140 cm�1 was
observed in the PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers but not in the PVA
as-spun nanobers (Fig. 6c and d), suggesting that the crystal
formation and hydrogen bonding in the OH between PVA and
Gly formed by the end of spinning. In addition, the OH peak of
the PVA/Gly as-spun nanobers was observed at 3342 cm�1 and
its peak shied to 3330 cm�1 aer FT treatment, suggesting that
the FT treatment facilitated hydrogen bonding. The peak at
1140 cm�1 can be assigned to C–O stretching due to the
formation of hydrogen bonds in microcrystals.40 Moreover, the
results of the DSC also suggest enhanced hydrogen bonding.
The Tms of PVA and Gly were observed to be 225 and 250 �C,
respectively. On the other hand, the Tm of the PVA/Gly nano-
bers was 263 �C, which increased slightly to 270 �C aer the FT
treatment (Fig. 5b). These results suggest that Gly addition
enhances the hydrogen bonding in the crystal structure on the
PVA/Gly nanobers.

The enhanced crystal formation and hydrogen bonding of
the PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers improved the stability in water.
This was conrmed by morphology observations before and
aer swelling and swelling tests (Fig. 2 and 3). The swelling
ratios of the PVA (1200 � 160%) and PVA/Gly (540 � 10%) as-
spun nanobers were higher than those of the PVA FT (780 �
60%) and PVA/Gly (500� 20%) nanobers, but a small decrease
was observed in the PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers compared to
the PVA nanobers. These results appeared consistent with the
crystallinity values estimated by the results of the WAXD and
ATR (Fig. 4 and 6). However, the morphology of the PVA FT in
water was not observed (Fig. 2f), even aer FT treatment.
Meanwhile, the swelling value of the PVA/Gly nanobers was
smaller than that of the PVA nanobers, indicating that the
water stability of the PVA/Gly nanobers was higher than that of
the PVA nanobers. There was a slight difference in the crys-
tallinity between the PVA FT and PVA/Gly FT nanobers.
Further, only the PVA/Gly FT nanobers exhibited stability in
water (Fig. 2f and h). The water stability observed in the PVA/Gly
FT nanobers was probably due the enhancement of crystallite
formation as well as the hydrogen bonding between PVA and
Gly. Although all PVA/Gly FT nanobers exhibited stability in
water, they swelled slightly, resulting in the loss of their original
structure. Nonetheless, simple methods that avoid the use of
chemical crosslinkers may further stabilize the PVA/Gly nano-
bers in water, e.g., by increasing the FT cycles and/or drying
time.40,43

The anisotropic mechanical property of the PVA/Gly nano-
bers was identied by the tensile tests (Fig. 8). The elastic
modulus and tensile strength of the PVA nanobers increased
aer FT treatment in the parallel direction. Similar results were
observed in the PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers and the tensile
strengths were higher than those of the PVA nanobers owing to
the larger diameters and the higher orientation index (S)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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(Fig. 7). There was a slight difference in the elastic moduli
between the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers because these values
were estimated by the early linear region of the stress–strain
curves. The mechanical properties of the PVA/Gly nanobers
tested in the parallel direction demonstrated different trends
compared with those in the vertical direction. The elastic
moduli, tear strengths, and toughness of the PVA/Gly nano-
bers in the parallel direction were signicantly higher than
those in the vertical direction (Fig. 8 and Table 1). In particular,
the tensile strength of the PVA/Gly nanobers in the parallel
direction was signicantly higher than that in the vertical
direction, whereas the tear strength of the PVA nanobers was
almost the same in both the parallel and vertical directions
(Table 1). These results can be explained by the value of the
orientation index (S). The value of the orientation index for the
PVA nanobers (0.211 � 0.035) was lower than that for the PVA/
Gly nanobers (0.500 � 0.030). Thus, a slight difference was
observed in terms of the tensile strengths in both the parallel
and vertical directions. On the other hand, the higher degree of
orientation of the PVA/Gly nanobers would lead to anisotropic
mechanical properties, resulting in a decrease of elastic
modulus and tensile strength in the vertical direction.
Comparable trends were also conrmed by the toughness
values of the PVA and PVA/Gly nanobers (Fig. 8c). The tough-
ness of the PVA/Gly FT nanobers was approximately two times
higher than that of the PVA FT nanobers because of the larger
diameter and higher orientation index (S). Consequently, these
results indicate that the Gly addition in conjunction with FT
treatment would improve the mechanical property and aniso-
tropic structure of PVA nanobers.

Herein, we developed a method for fabricating PVA nano-
bers with water stability and mechanical anisotropy by adding
Gly. PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers can be fabricated by a physi-
cally crosslinking method that does not use toxic chemical
crosslinkers, thereby rendering the nanobers biologically safe.
Thus, it can be used in various biomedical applications such as
implantation medical devices or regenerative medicine. The
electrospinning method enables the fabrication of nanobers
with various shapes such as tubules, bulk samples, and sheets,
which are applicable to multiple types of medical devices. For
instance, nanobers with conduit shapes can be potentially
utilized as base polymers of biliary stents because of its aniso-
tropic structure, which would lead to anisotropic swelling and
mechanical properties.21 Hollow bers also can be fabricated in
conjunction with the core–shell nanober fabrication
method,44,45 which is applicable for use in uid removal or
membrane plasmapheresis. Furthermore, PVA hydrogels with
antibacterial property can be fabricated while maintaining the
suppressed release of antibacterial reagents;23 these hydrogels
may be used in gauze and surgical suture. In the future, we
intend to optimize the properties of the PVA/Gly nanobers
based on the properties required for some applications.

Conclusions

We developed PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers fabricated by the
electrospinning method with water stability and anisotropic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
mechanical properties. The amount of Gly was the predominant
factor for fabricating PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers. The Gly
addition in the hydrogel nanobers enhanced the formation of
hydrogen bonds in the crystalline structure of PVA, leading to
stability in water. Furthermore, the PVA/Gly hydrogel nano-
bers exhibited mechanical anisotropy and a higher orientation
than the neat PVA nanobers. PVA/Gly hydrogel nanobers are
physically crosslinked, comprising biocompatible materials.
These hydrogel nanobers are potentially applicable to medical
applications and tissue engineering.
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